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The Southern Problem:
representing Sudan’s southern provinces to c. 1970
Addressing the second congress of the Southern Front in Sudan’s capital, Khartoum, in 1969, the
party’s secretary-general Hilary Logali was in sombre mood. The 1968 national elections had been
something of a humiliation. The Front claimed to have ‘the undivided support of the Southern
people’.1 Yet it had secured only ten of the 60 seats in Sudan’s three southern provinces. The rival
Sudan African National Union had won 15; candidates from Sudan’s northern parties had won more
seats in the south than either the Front or SANU, which presented themselves as southern parties.2
Logali rehearsed a familiar – and entirely plausible – set of explanations for this failure: ‘frankly, the
elections came too soon for us. We had no money for it . . . [in some constituencies] registration was
very poor, and in many intimidation was rife’.3 The southern provinces were torn by violence. The
insurgent campaign conducted by a variety of rebel groups under the rough umbrella of the Anyanya
movement had escalated since 1963; a savage campaign of repression by the army had killed
thousands and driven hundreds of thousands from their homes; travel was difficult across the region
and outright impossible in some areas. The government had no control in many areas; where it was
present, administrators (mostly from northern Sudan) were viewed with suspicion or outright
hostility by much of the population. The Front had itself boycotted elections held in 1967, arguing
that these conditions made a mockery of the process.
Why, then, had the Front decided to contest the 1968 elections? Logali explained this in terms of
the party’s relationship with politicians and parties from northern Sudan. The Front had effectively
entered an alliance with Sudanese prime minister Mohamed Mahgoub as a route to constitutional
change and ‘[i]t was absolutely imperative that we participated in the 1968 elections if only to show
our willingness and intentions for a peaceful democratic settlement of the Southern Problem’.
Logali’s choice of words was revealing. In exploring the politics of southern representation up to the
end of the 1960s, this paper locates these in a wider analysis of African political history, shifting
debate away from the failings of individual politicians. It argues instead that while the powerful
notion of ‘the Southern problem’ made space for advocacy on behalf of the people who lived in
those provinces, it also exceptionalized and collectivised ’the south’ and so constrained the ways in
which aspiring leaders could speak both to, and about, the people of the southern provinces: this
was an extraverted politics, entailing ‘subjection . . . [as] a form of action’. 4
‘Ineffective politicians’
Historical judgement has not been kind to the politicians of the Southern Front - nor to any of the
men who claimed to represent the people of the southern provinces in the 1950s and 1960s, who
were a little over one-quarter of Sudan’s total population.5 These were notionally divided into
‘inside’ and ‘outside’ - or exile - groups, the latter maintaining a precarious existence in Kampala,
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Nairobi, London or Rome from the early 1960s. There was no clear divide between the two,
however; individuals moved between inside and outside, and all have been seen as manifestations
of a remote elite politics: ‘a class distinct from the ordinary Southern people’ – or, even more
cuttingly, ‘the least representative section of the Southern peoples’.6 Set apart from other people in
the southern provinces by their experience of (mostly mission) education in English and of salaried
employment, these politicians were at the same time excluded from Sudan’s Arabic-speaking
political elite, which was dominated by riverain Arabs from the northern provinces.7 This unique
double marginality left them stranded: a ‘lonely, bilingual intelligentsia’ in Benedict Anderson’s
famous formulation, yet denied the consolatory reward of inheriting power from the departing
colonial state.8
Southern Sudan’s politicians have been routinely excoriated for undermining the unity of the south
through their personal ambition and ethnic rivalry: ‘Southerners were very much disillusioned with
the divisions and conflict among their political leaders’.9 They were derided by contemporary
observers: ‘one of the tragedies of the Sudan has always been the inability of the southerners to
coalesce….They have always been totally unable to stop squabbling among themselves long enough
to pursue their own best interests.’10 And they were equally condemnatory of one another. One,
Luigi Adwok, , wrote scathingly of what he called ‘old’ Southern politicians: ‘they have always
betrayed their intellectual inequality with their Northern colleagues….their mercenary approach to
politics continues to confuse and defy the solution of the Southern problem’; his sometime
colleague Bona Malwal noted that during the 1960s the ‘increasingly ineffective politicians’ became
‘irrelevant’.11 Yet this personalized criticism diverts attention from a key problematic: how did
multiple actors combine, over an extended period of time, to reduce debate over the potential
political futures of the diverse people who lived in Condominium Sudan’s three southern provinces
to a singular and all-embracing ‘Southern Problem’?
The reluctance to address this question is understandable. In the 1960s, the definition of the
southern problem itself seemed a tool for unity which would give strength to those oppressed by an
implacable and brutal foe – the Sudanese state. Southern identity has consequently been
naturalized in much of the literature, as a phenomenon simply awaiting expression: ‘the people of
South Sudan were politically conscious, fighting for their collective survival as a unified people with
one destiny, long before the emergence of modern political parties’.12 While diversity might be
6
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acknowledged in phrases such as ‘Southern nationalities’ or ‘Southern Sudanese peoples’, many
have preferred to emphasise the historical nature of a southern identity cast in racial terms - with
southerners as an ‘African Negroid’ people, ‘united in one culture and racial origin’.13 In this context,
attempts to imagine alternative political futures – whether these were greater or smaller than the
south – have been seen as the work of those lured by ‘self-interest and the desire for power’ to
become ‘mouth-pieces of the North’.14 Differences among southern politicians were consistently
explained as the consequence of ‘Northern’ intrigue; the most common accusation traded by
southern politicians was that of being a ‘stooge’, ‘puppet’ or ‘sell-out’ – antithetical categories
which asserted the monopolizing power of ‘the south’ as a political vision.15
In this respect, as in many others, what is now South Sudan has seemed in some ways isolated from
wider scholarship on the history of Africa, where academics have found it easier to ask how it was
that the arbitrary territorial constructs of colonialism came to inspire popular political movements.
Cherry Gertzel’s suggestion that ‘nationalist part[ies] aroused and maintained mass support by
[their] espousal of parochial issues’ has been more recently expressed in terms of moral community:
Meredith Terretta has identified a ‘hybridized village nationalism’ as the basis of the vigour and
legitimacy of African nationalist movements, weaving local debates over civic virtue together with
the imagined future of the nation.16 At independence, the characteristic challenge for Africa’s
politicians had been to turn popular movements which had imagined nationalism as a route to
multiple possible futures into a set of political practices that still legitimated the independent state:
‘how to keep nationalist promises of liberation while relying on the inheritance of colonial order’, as
Jim Brennan has put it.17 The failure of most to forge a politics of citizenship which both entitles and
restrains has been identified as a characteristic tragedy of the post-colonial state in Africa.18
In Sudan’s southern provinces, the liberatory politics of nationalism hardly had the opportunity to
engage with other notions of civic virtue. Through the 1950s and 1960s politicians – or rather, men
who found themselves becoming politicians - in Sudan’s southern provinces were repeatedly drawn
into the task of representing a generic community of southerners. In doing so, they came to exclude
other possibilities, both larger and smaller than ‘the south’. Where they acknowledged diversity
within the south, this was only to assert the need to subordinate that diversity in an embracing racial
nationalism, which cast all southerners as Africans and effectively rebuffed attempts by some in
Sudan’s northern provinces to create a wider constituency of the marginal.
This ‘racial nationalism’ – as Jonathon Glassman has called a similar phenomenon in Zanzibar – did
not simply draw on external categories of racial thought: it was also a product of the ‘creative labor’
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of those in the southern provinces.19 Yet the conditions of that labour were shaped by an
extraverted politics, driven partly by the assumptions and expectations of British officials, northern
Sudanese politicians and administrators, African politicians elsewhere in the region, US or other
diplomats, and a sympathetic public in Europe. Extraversion created opportunity, as well as
dependency: to speak for ‘the south’ allowed these men to be heard, if only ever in limited ways.
Ironically, it was northern Sudanese politicians and administrators - who constantly questioned the
legitimacy of individual southern politicians, and emphasised the unity of Sudan - who were
nonetheless most insistent in encouraging the representation of ‘the south’. This insistence was
driven partly by political rivalries in the north, but more fundamentally it was the continuation of
established practices and behaviours which cast the south as inferior, and properly subject to
northern Arab dominance. The idea of a ‘southern problem’ was the discursive counterpart of the
legal state of emergency applied to the southern provinces in 1955, in force throughout this period.
In combination, these techniques constituted ‘the south’ as a state of exception - in Giorgio
Agamben’s terms - through which ‘something is included solely through its exclusion’.20 These
techniques rendered the people of the southern provinces – ‘southerners’ - as bare life, without
protection of the law, and made the southern provinces both part of Sudan, and not part of it.
‘The more backward South’
The beginning of ‘southern politics’ is sometimes dated to 1947, when a small group of men from
the southern provinces – low-ranking civil servants, police officers, government-recognized chiefs were summoned to Juba, the main southern administrative centre. The meeting was the occasion
for British officials to announce the integration of the administration of the three southern provinces
of Sudan with the six northern ones - a decision which reversed the previous ‘Southern Policy’
which had treated them as distinct.21 But debates over the representation of the south – over what
it was, and who should speak for it - long predated 1947. Involving Britons and Egyptians, as well as
Sudanese from what had become the northern provinces of Sudan, this southern politics stretched
back to the Turco-Egyptian conquest of the 1820s, and was shaped by a history of violence and
slavery in which people who lived to the south were perceived as fundamentally different, and could
be treated as such.22 As the work of Eve Troutt Powell and Heather Sharkey has shown, perspectives
varied as to where this south lay: for nineteenth and early-twentieth century Egyptians, it
encompassed the whole of what was first Turco-Egyptian Sudan, and then Anglo-Egyptian
Condominium; but for self-defining Arabs who lived in northern Sudan, their own status derived
from locating this ‘south’ further up the Nile, in what came to be the three southern provinces
marked out by the Condominium.23 The representation of those southern provinces as distinctive
became routine in British accounts: from the brisk certainty of Winston Churchill - ‘two main races…
the aboriginal natives and the Arab settlers’, to the scholarly racism of Harold Macmichael - for
whom the south was ‘the “Sudan” proper, inhabited by the great negro tribes’, to the
19
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condescending certainty of Stewart Symes: ‘southern genius is distinctively African and negroid’.24
While some accounts mentioned the actual diversity of these categories, and the uncertainty of the
line between them, the fundamental, recurring contrast was racial: between ‘the country of the
Arabs’ and ‘the Negro south’, two ‘ethnographical zones’ which required different government.25
Racal difference authorized religious policy: mission evangelism was forbidden in the north, but
permitted in ‘the more backward south’.26 There, as one North American missionary explained ‘lives
the Negroid, black of skin, flat-nosed’.27 For northern Sudanese, too, the distinction was simply
expressed: ‘the southern Sudan is the home of numerous Negroid tribes’.28
As Jok Madut and Amir Idris have argued, such categorizations naturalized racial identities which
were the contingent product of protracted political and social processes.29 It is not clear precisely
when people from the southern provinces became directly involved in – rather than being subject to
- this southern politics. They had been ‘dealing with government’, as Cherry Leonardi puts it, since
the mid-nineteenth century, and though their voices almost never found their way into any formal
record, their involvement with those who governed them allowed a degree of agency, if only in the
tightest of corners.30 Certainly by the time of the Juba conference, some were very willing to evoke
the notion of collective southern difference.31 The ready assertion in 1947 that ‘the Southern
Sudanese are entirely different on all counts to the northern Arab Sudanese’ was the consequence
of a potent, cross-cultural, cocktail of assumptions about racial difference.32
In the early 1950s, Sudan was propelled rapidly towards independence by the rivalry and selfinterest of the two co-domini, Britain and Egypt, as well as by the ambition of a northern Sudanese
riverain elite who imagined the nation in their own image.33 The political imaginaries of British and
Egyptian participants in these negotiations, and those of many Sudanese from the northern
provinces, had already established ‘the problem of the south’ (as a 1947 Fabian Bureau publication
called it) as a point of contention.34 When educated men in the southern provinces planned to ‘send
our representatives abroad to voice our opinion to any Government in the world’, all these external
actors began their own search for southern ‘representatives’ who would offer them political
advantage in the wider negotiations by endorsing, accepting – or, sometimes, denouncing - on
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behalf of the south.35 Representatives sent to Khartoum from southern provinces were reportedly
rejected by British officials, who told them that they ‘cannot listen to them since they have no party’;
in response they formed a single party claiming to represent the south.36
A knowledge of English, and a familiarity with bureaucratic practice, fitted a small minority of men,
almost all in government employ, to play this role, and as John Howell has argued, the idea of the
south was at least in part an assertion of a claim to status and employment by these men: ‘If this
new Government is for the whole Sudan’, demanded one typed letter, ‘why all posts are given only
to the Northerners?’37 But it was not just the self-interest of petty bureaucrats which drove the
process - the selection of representatives was driven by the belief that – as a senior British official
put it - ‘the people of the south know nothing about politics and are quite incapable as individuals of
voting on the big issue, about which in any case they are completely ignorant’. 38 The ‘big issue’ was,
of course, the future relationship of the southern provinces to the rest of Sudan. Educated men in
the southern provinces agreed. Before the election of 1953 – which led swiftly on to selfgovernment and then independence for Sudan - they reacted with horror to the suggestion (later
dropped) that civil servants should be barred from the election campaign. ‘99% of the politicallyminded are Government servants’, wrote one; another was even more explicit
The exclusion of Civil Servants from taking part in politics means surrendering our voice to
ignorant people who are unacquainted with politics. This being the case, errors will be
committed which will be detrimental to the well-being of the country39
Southernness, and more or less explicitly racialized statements about this, loom large in the limited
record of the 1953 election campaign: ‘out with the Arabs’ was one slogan of the time.40 Abdel
Rahman Sule, president of the Southern Party, which sought a distinct status for the southern
provinces in an independent Sudan, complained that candidates for Umma and the National
Unionist Party (NUP) – the main Khartoum-based parties, led by northern riverain Sudanese - were
giving out bribes and declaring that that southerners were ‘already under their feet’.41 Umma and
NUP were to pursue these contradictory policies, both courting and mocking politicians from the
southern provinces, for decades.
After the election, one successful candidate insisted that ‘all Southerners [in the parliament],
irrespective of their party, were agreed on fundamentals’.42 Instead, they gained a reputation for
being easily ‘bought’ by politicians from Umma or the NUP.43 Yet these men had been set an
impossible task: required to participate, but at the same time excluded. While Sudan’s new rulers
agreed with their British mentors that the south was a collective other, they had no intention of
35
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offering it autonomy.44 To justify this refusal, they derided members of parliament from the
southern provinces as half-educated men who did not really represent the people; on occasion,
government-appointed chiefs were thrust – sometimes willingly, sometimes less so – into the role of
alternative representatives of southern opinion.45 Southern politicians were offered token positions
in government, but these were always minor ministries; representing the south brought no power,
nor any special access to government resources.46 Physically remote from their constituents, and
politically remote from government, these politicians had little to offer to their would-be citizens.
Instead, they pursued the rhetorical evocation of a racial nationalism. At a public meeting, the
parliamentarian Buth Diu ‘expressed his suspicion of Northern Sudanese and questioned the need
for their existence among the southerners’.47 Benjamin Lwoki, the president of what was now called
the Liberal Party, claimed to speak for ‘the south’ collectively, and wrote to the British Prime
Minister saying that ‘the South’ demanded federation or secession: ‘Northerners must realize that
we have a heap of basic and natural differences between them [sic] . . . we firmly believe in our right
as a distinct race from the people in the Northern Sudan.’48
‘I shall never betray my mother the South’: the 1958 elections
The Torit Mutiny of 1955 has acquired epochal significance in the historiography of southern Sudan:
the moment when the enforced order of late-colonial rule suddenly collapsed into decades-long civil
war. But as both Douglas Johnson and Oystein Rolandsen have shown, while the Mutiny and the
savage government reprisals which followed had a wide impact, southern Sudan was by no means
ungovernable, or ungoverned, at independence on 1 January 1956.49 It was only in the 1960s that
insurgency became widespread, pushed by a government whose authoritarian version of
nationalism exalted Islam and Arabism.50 The parliamentary elections of 1958 have been largely
disregarded in literature, mentioned only to offer evidence of the perfidy of officials from northern
Sudan.51 But they saw a substantial amount of political activity: although Equatoria was the most
‘disturbed’ (in the language of the time) of the southern provinces, 85,000 people there reportedly
turned out to vote; 140,000 more voted in the other two provinces.52
In 1957-58, men associated with the Liberal Party briefly experimented with an attempt to define a
political future which embraced the north: ‘the Liberal Party stands for the democratic rights and
interests of all national minorities in the Sudan including the people of the Nuba Mountains, the
Fung and Fur and particularly the people of the Southern Provinces’.53 This inclusive notion of a
wider black identity in Sudan was to be argued most forcefully and consistently in the long political
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career of Philip Abbas Ghaboush, from the Nuba mountains in Sudan’s northern provinces.54 But as
an alternative vision of community, it was eclipsed by competition between southern politicians,
whose rival claims to be the rightful leader of the Liberals emphasised ‘the cause of the Southern
people’.55 One, Stanislaus Paysama, was nonetheless accused of ‘not being a southerner’ - since he
was born in Darfur, which was categorised as a northern province.56 The rivalry was played out
across the scattered handful of administrative centres of the southern provinces, where little groups
of civil servants and teachers had formed themselves into branches of the party. A rival Federal Party
also claimed to speak ‘on behalf of the Southern people’, contrasting the ‘negroid population of the
South’ with ‘Northern Arabs’; they drew on the powerful discourse of abolitionism when they
committed themselves to a ‘genuine struggle towards the release of our people from slavery’.57
The archive record of these discursive evocations of ‘the south’, fragmentary and frustrating as it is,
provides a reminder that this was partly a politics performed for, as well as under the eyes of,
northern officials and politicians. This combined interest and scrutiny both repressed and
empowered southern politicians: subjecting them to sometimes brutal coercion but also affirming
the existence of ‘the south’ as a subject of representation. When, in September 1957, a federalist
pamphlet was brought to the attention of Ali Baldo, the Governor of Equatoria, he told other
officials that he was familiar with its contents, and saw no need for concern. 58 The pamphlet
declared that
North and South are quite different...In it there are two types of peoples namely Asian-Arabs
and Negroid blacks of Africa.... The South’s Blacks could be easily united under separate
federated ONE state in the United Sudan
and it insisted that ‘all masses of persons should be strictly made to recognize the Liberal Party
under which alone we should be surely liberated’.59
Ali Baldo has become notorious as ‘the little Hitler of Equatoria’, a man committed to the coercive
project of cultural hegemony which sought to unify ‘the Sudan’ in the image of its own nationalist
vision of Arabism, bureaucracy and modernism.60 Federation was anathema to Baldo and his fellow
officials, who arrested and harassed southern politicians and imposed close restrictions on their
meetings.61 But his lack of concern over the leaflet is revealing. The idea that the south was
collectively different authorized the authoritarian behaviours of Ali Baldo and his fellows, and
represented their intolerance to diversity - which was undermining the stability of post54
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independence Sudan more widely - as a singular, southern issue. They might – as another governor
did – opine that lower level southern civil servants ‘repel from all the good qualities of a human
being’; or argue that ‘[m]uch of this seditious talk the southerners simply do not understand’: but in
doing so they absolutely affirmed the distinctness of southerners.62
Southern politicians, in turn, sought the approval of Ali Baldo and other officials as a tool to
discipline partly members, exclude rivals and assert the pre-eminence of their own claims to
represent the south. So, for example, the battle between Stanislaus Paysama and Benjamin Lwoki
for control of the exiguous structures of the Liberal Party was pursued partly through letters to
administrators.63 Abdel Rahman Sule, who supported Paysama, tried to enlist government in his
attempts to prevent ‘disorderly’ behaviour in party meetings; and also suggested to Ali Baldo that
‘Foreign visitors should not be allowed to consult the public over politics, especially the chiefs and
the villagers.’64
The Umma Party, meanwhile, also sought to both constrain and sponsor southern politics. It had its
own candidates in some constituencies in the southern provinces, but elsewhere it provided money
and other goods – food, watches, tobacco – to support Liberal Party candidates, hoping for their
support in parliament.65 Despite this Umma support, Abdel Rahman Sule’s campaign message was a
simple one, denouncing ‘northerners’: ‘[t]hey come here and serve in the South not for our interest
but for their own interest because they can not find employments in the North.66 Federalism was
explained by Abdel Rahman in terms of access to government employment: ‘all the administrative
posts will be southernized’. Abdel Rahman told one audience that they should ‘not listen to nor
accept any chief’s political suggestion’, and was dismissive when listeners raised questions about the
prices paid for their crops. Instead he emphasised the importance of racial difference, telling the
audience that ‘there are two separate laws in our country, one for us black Southerners and another
for Northerners’. Religion is rarely mentioned in the fragmentary written record of the 1958
campaign, but ambivalence towards Islam was apparent: Abdel Rahman, unusual among southern
politicians in his religious affiliation, was anxious to assure his audience that while he was a Muslim ‘I
shall never betray my mother the South politically’. 67
Unsurprisingly, Umma support for the Liberal Party was stopped during the campaign because of this
anti-northern rhetoric.68 The wider reception of such language is harder to judge: the very existence
of the written record, and the ironically effusive praise for Ali Baldo ostentatiously noted in one
meeting, remind us of how constrained these political moments were. John Howell has argued that
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‘campaigning was rarely done in public’ and that - whatever Abdel Rahman’s advice – the local
influence of elders, chiefs and ritual specialists was crucial to electoral success.69
Outside and inside politics
Those elected in 1958 faced the same dilemmas as their predecessors. Neither Umma nor NUP
would agree to federation. Southern members of parliament claimed to know ‘the true feelings of
the Southerners’, but were drawn into the chronic competition between the two main parties which
had deadlocked government in Khartoum. 70 In November 1958, the prime minister handed power
to the military, and parliament was dissolved. Southern politicians were informed that politics had
been suspended and so ‘talk on Federation being political is no longer permissible’.71 The next six
years saw increasingly brutal government policies which were predicated on ‘southern’ difference,
even as they sought to erase that difference.72 Religion became a focus for contention. Though the
number of Christians in Sudan’s southern provinces was small (estimated, perhaps conservatively, at
230,000 in 1955), missionaries became vocal – and internationally audible – critics of state violence;
in return officials and politicians accused them of ‘misleading the primitive southern citizens’.73 The
ironic consequence was that in the southern provinces of Sudan, in contrast to the rest of Africa in
these years ‘relations between missionaries and [southern] intelligentsia grew closer and more
confident’; the 1960s saw an apparent wave of conversions to Christianity.74
Missionaries, expelled from the southern provinces between 1962 and 1964, became closely
involved in the emergence of ‘outside’ politics, as refugees from government violence claimed the
right to represent the south: ‘We, the people of the Southern Sudan’, began a typical manifesto.75
Freed from the constraints of official scrutiny these exile politicians – writing from Europe, or
elsewhere in eastern Africa - identified southern independence as their aim; missionary assistance
gave them access to the British press, which knowingly opined that there was conflict between the
‘Islamic North and the primitive tribal African south’.76 The exiles’ position was perilous: from 1963,
the principles of the Organization of African Unity bound the newly-independent governments in the
region to a mutual recognition of sovereignty and territorial integrity, and ‘outside’ politicians risked
imprisonment, or even murder.77 Seeking the tolerance, and preferably the support, of
neighbouring governments, exiles located themselves in a pan-African struggle, and emphasised the
racial nature of the southern cause. Petitioning the United Nations, they declared their aim as
‘Southern Sudan for Southern Sudanese within the framework of Black African Unity’, and defiantly
insisted that ‘each race has a mission to fulfil’. The south was ‘100% African’, and the north
threatened their racial identity: it was ‘predominantly Arab, with a small percentage of Negroes
who were absorbed and Arabized’.78 Exile politicians sought meetings with regional leaders to plead
69
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their case; in Nairobi, they told journalists that southerners were ‘living like slaves’ and that the
‘Arabs are determined to wipe us off the face of the earth’.79 In a seminal book, exile authors
definitely summarized ‘the problem of the Southern Sudan’: it lay in the aim of the Khartoum
government, ‘to destroy the African negroid personality and identity in the Sudan and replace it with
an arabicized and islamicized South’.80
The book’s argument was taken up by a newsletter intermittently printed in London from 1963 to
1965. Voice of Southern Sudan – whose cover slogan was ‘Negritude and progress’ - insisted that
Southerners (always capitalized) were Africans, suffering from the ‘the Arab-perpetrated racialist
and religious policies aimed at the destruction of African culture and personality in the negro-South’
and the ‘colonial rule practised by the Arab-North over the Negro-South’.81 William Deng, writing in
the first issue, expressed the ambitions of its literate, Anglophone, creators, which linked
extraversion and leadership: ‘Writing is one of the methods of judging national maturity because it
puts to the world our ideas in permanent form . . . The world is ignorant of our case and we need to
guide our own people’.82 Slavery was repeatedly evoked: ‘In the past the Southern Sudan was a
basin where Northern slave traders acting on their own or as agents, went to look for slaves. This
explains the traditional hatred existing between Northerners and Southerners’.83 An open letter to
Uganda Prime Minister Milton Obote, about to visit Sudan, warned him that ‘in the Sudan the Arab
invaders are holding four million Negroes here in chains’.84
While some of Voice of Southern Sudan’s correspondents acknowledged that there were ‘Africans’ in
northern Sudan too, they denounced them for accepting the role of ‘second class citizens’: ’the
Southern Sudanese remain the only responsible Africans to answer the call of vindicating the Black
Man’s course in the Sudan’.85 They were less certain in their comments on religion and southern
identity. Consistently denying that the conflict was a religious one, Voice of Southern Sudan insisted
that it spoke for all southern Sudanese, including Muslims; the struggle was against forced
islamicization, not Islam.86 Yet, claiming there were 600,000, Christians in the southern provinces, it
described the population as ‘partly Christian and partly pagan’.87 It carried an open letter from an
expelled missionary, and another from the ‘Southern Sudanese Christian Association’ which
presented the persecution of Christians as the epitome of southern suffering and asked readers to
‘let our struggle and the persecution of Christianity be widely known’; it also reported with approval
the decision of southern Muslims to convert to Christianity as an act of protest.88 This approach
79
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succeeded in drawing a new level of international attention to events in the southern provinces, and
embedding the idea that southern Sudan’s politicians represented a population which was
‘predominantly Christian’, as well as African.89
‘We all want free elections’: the second parliamentary period
The October revolution of 1964, which brought down the military government, brought the focus of
the politics of southern representation back into Sudan – and, very largely, to Khartoum. Here a
cohort of educated internal exiles had spent the years since 1958 in civil service employment, or
education, in intermittent contact with ‘outside’ politicians, and engaged – to a degree perhaps
exaggerated in retrospect – in a clandestine southern politics.90 They were also, however, engaged in
a quotidian politics of kinship and ethnicity. Conflict in the south – and a lack of economic and
educational opportunities there – brought a steadily growing number of people from the southern
provinces to live in Khartoum, where they sought out those with whom they had some relationship
of blood, marriage or locality. What had in the early 1950s been a small southern population in
Khartoum had by the mid-1960s become a much larger group, predominantly male.91 For them, daily
life could be a reminder of their shared southernness - in the eyes of northern Sudanese, who
largely regarded these southern migrants with fear and contempt, or of missionaries whose clubs
provided one of the few social spaces for this population.92 It might even, on occasion, encourage a
sense of identity with other non-Arab Sudanese, since all might be collectively derided as abiid,
‘slaves’, by Arabs.93 But it was also the constant playing out of a deep politics of obligations and
claims based on more parochial ties; common ethnicity was reportedly the principal bond amongst
those who shared housing.94
Sudan’s 1964 revolution was very much a Khartoum affair – essentially, the government fell because
its soldiers would not fire on protesters who were themselves part of Sudan’s dominant riverain
Arab culture. But what was now routinely called the ‘southern problem’ had catalysed those
protests, providing a focus for northern Sudanese dissatisfaction with a military government which
seemed unable to solve that ‘problem’.95 And so representatives of the south were in demand again:
to attend negotiations, to be spoken to, or for, to approve or to denounce. 96 A senior civil servant
from southern Sudan, Clement Mboro, was given the unprecedentedly important position of Interior
Minister.97 And a Round Table conference was convened to discuss the southern problem.
Mboro was also a leading figure in the emergence of the Khartoum-based Southern Front. Initially
this was not, its members emphasised, a party; it was an internal manifestation of the single
southern party, SANU, formed by exile politicians. The Front’s claim to ‘rally all the Southern people
together… for the aspirations of the Southerners’ was a strident assertion of unity as well as claim to
89
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representation. That was also, of course, an implicit rejection of the alternative vision of ‘all the
black people’ – including non-Arabs from the northern provinces – as a political constituency.98 Voice
of Southern Sudan lent its endorsement to the Front as ‘a body representing and safeguarding the
interests of the Africans of Southern Sudan’.99
For the supporters of the Front, the South was a ‘nation’.100 Any alternative claim to represent the
southern provinces was self-evidently the work of ‘puppet political parties’, intended to ‘water down
the genuine demands and aspirations of the Southern people’.101 A single-sheet newspaper
published in Khartoum, The Vigilant, published in Khartoum, expressed their vision of a political
future: literate, worldly, modern, English-speaking, and above all insistent on the unity of the south.
As a project, The Vigilant was both courageous and constrained. Its staff, constantly harassed, trod a
delicate line, insisting on southern unity but generally avoiding open calls for secession.102 The
Vigilant carried reports on Khartoum politics and discussions there of ‘the Southern problem’, but
almost nothing on life in the southern provinces - apart from occasional, appalling reports of
government violence. Otherwise, its pages juxtaposed stories or opinion columns clipped from
European or American papers with apparently random publicity photographs of new British
machines or German sportsmen, alongside dismembered sections of cartoon strips. It was selfconsciously intended to look like a newspaper, sometimes at the cost of coherence. For external
observers, it was nonetheless persuasive: the British ambassador, whose staff were regularly in
contact with the Front, wrote confidently that ‘most Southerners ….support the Southern Front’,
even though he also described its leaders as ‘rather forlorn Khartoum politicians’.103
Unable to reach any agreement, the Round Table conference appointed a ’12 man committee’ to
consider key issues. The committee agreed that devolution of power might be a good idea, but then
could not agree on how many regions there should be; its report was anyway ignored by the
government.104 The Sudanese state was still ultimately in the hands of men who, while happy to see
the south defined as a distinct problem, were absolutely opposed to any devolution of power.
Meanwhile, the men who were supposed to represent the south were divided from the outset,
despite the constant emphasis on unity. William Deng, co-author of The Southern Problem, returned
to Sudan and claimed to speak for SANU, but was denounced by other southern politicians, inside
and outside. SANU and the Southern Front became distinct – if still sometimes overlapping groups.105 William Deng became an advocate of federation, and his SANU faction intermittently
articulated a political vision which went beyond the south; but the contrast seen by some between a
federalist SANU and a secessionist Southern Front may be overstated.106 The Front was
pragmatically careful to emphasise its insistence on the principle of southern self-determination,
rather than on the outcome; and William Deng put his energies into a developing alliance with the
emerging leader of Umma, Sadiq al Mahdi, rather than into building wider alliances in the northern
98
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provinces. Divisions among southern politicians were ultimately driven by the competition to be
recognised as the unique voice of the south – since that alone gave them a claim to be heard.
Suspicious of one another, the politicians were jealous also of alternatives - fearing that, as one
British diplomat noted, northern politicians might be ‘tempted to regard the tribal leaders, and not
the politicians, as the true representatives of the south’.107
The question of elections revealed their rivalries, and dilemmas, very cruelly. In Khartoum, the high
politics of the years after the October revolution revolved entirely around elections to a Constituent
Assembly, which was to devise a new constitution to replace the transitional one hastily adopted at
independence. Umma and the NUP, each plagued by internal divisions, vied for control of this
Assembly because - while they were agreed on the need for a unitary constitution which affirmed
the Islamic and Arabic nature of Sudan - it offered control of government, and therefore of
patronage resources, to these squabbling sectarian parties.108 For this reason, both Umma and NUP
refused to heed calls from some northern politicians to ban SANU and the Southern Front: they
wanted southern support in the Assembly, and so southern representatives – potentially 60 of the
218 members - were ‘used as a tactical weapon in the political conflicts of the Northerners’.109 The
northern parties also faced a new degree of international pressure from the United States, a source
of loans and development aid, which was urging the need for ‘elections to establish a Southern
leadership to negotiate’.110
The rivalry and neediness of Umma and the NUP created an opportunity for southern representation
– but it also placed the Front in a quandary. They insisted that they favoured elections in which ‘the
Southern people will express their free choice’.111 But they were evidently uncertain of their
prospects. The Front’s leaders could hardy visit the southern provinces at all and any kind of
extensive travel or campaigning was completely impossible; butSantino Deng, the most egregious of
turncoat politicians, had formed a Sudan Unity Party with financial support and political protection
from NUP.112 One diplomat caustically remarked that the Front was ‘nervous about risking its claims
to mass support in the South by putting them to the test of elections.’113 There was some truth in
this: ‘we all want free elections’, mused Luigi Adwok, a senior member of the Front, but ‘elections
are only a deal between voters and politicians’: would the Front succeed in making such a deal?114
The Front initially decided that it would contest elections, as ‘a boycott of the elections would result
in the return unopposed of “undesirable” southerners, or even northerners, to parliament to
represent the south.’115 But after a new wave of government repression, which saw a series of
massacres systematically targeting educated men and women in the south, the Front decided on a
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boycott when elections were finally held in the southern provinces in 1967.116 The Vigilant,
characteristically, claimed that this reflected opinion in the south: ‘[t]he majority of Southerners
think that he[sic] elections will not serve any purpose’.117 Unable to demonstrate southern unity, or
their claim to represent that unity, through electoral success, the Front fell back on the naturalizing
logic of racial difference: Logali gave a speech referring to ‘our negro heritage of which we were and
are intensely proud….’ The acuteness of the dilemma facing these politicians was revealed in
contradictions: in the same speech Logali reportedly offered some scholarly reflections on the
‘fabricated’ nature of the distinction between Arab and African, yet concluded with the
announcement that ‘[o]ur paramount aspiration is to negritude’.118
William Deng’s SANU, by contrast, did participate. At a public event in Khartoum in 1966, Deng
insisted that ‘SANU was the only party which really represents Southerners’ and that ‘too many
people were now claiming to speak for the South, and only elections would show who really had the
right to do so’.119 SANU, supported by Umma, was able to campaign – though only in certain
constituencies in one province, Bahr el Ghazal. Howell argued that ethnicity, kinship and local status
were key elements in SANU’s campaign; for a brief moment, it seems, southern politicians were able
to undertake the sort of political work described by Cooper, of engaging with the voter as ‘a citizen
…of a localized community as well as of a nation’.120 Before the elections, diplomats had been
dismissive: ‘no one expects that the newly elected deputies – who will appear in Khartoum in April –
will be valid spokesmen of southern opinion.’121 But SANU won 10 of the 18 seats which it
contested, changing the view of US diplomats:
SANU’s unexpected success would appear to give it a strong edge over the other important
southern party with headquarters in Khartoum, the Southern Front of Clement Mboro,
which boycotted the elections …..the elections, given the difficult circumstances, were
reasonably free.’122
Mboro insisted that ‘none of the parties that participated in the election has real popularity as such
in the South’.123 But Deng’s bullish declaration that ‘Southerners turned up in full strength’ to vote
and that ‘SANU enjoys the confidence of the majority of the Southerners’ was a direct challenge. 124
As a British diplomat observed, the Front’s boycott ‘may well prove to have been a serious strategic
error’.125 And so the Front committed itself to the alliance with Mahgoub, and to new elections to
be held in 1968.126
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The Vigilant began to carry stories suggesting that ‘normality’ was returning to the southern
provinces.127 Clement Mboro and Hilary Logali travelled to the south, to follow a closely
circumscribed and scrutinized campaign circuit; a photograph shows Logali addressing a small'
audience in the administrative centre of Malakal, watched by uniformed administrators.128 Logali
later claimed to have addressed a ‘great throng’ at a rally in Juba; but in 1968 a contemporary
observer was struck by ‘the sullen apathy in towns towards the politicians’, which suggests the limits
of the public politics of speeches.129 The Front campaign strategy otherwise relied on exhortations to
racial unity and discipline directed largely at an audience in Khartoum: ‘the South’ was ‘inhabited by
people of one racial stock’; south and north were ‘two distinct ethnic groups’ and the Southern Front
spoke ‘in the name of the South’. 130 A correspondent wrote that ‘the fight between North and
South is one between a master race and kaffirs’.131 As northern parties discussed an explicitly Islamic
constitution, the Front declared that it spoke for ‘Southerners of all religions’ – but particularly for
‘religious minorities’, and that shari’a law threatened ‘the African way of life’ which the south
embodied.132
While the Front persuaded external observers of its claims to represent the south, SANU’s
candidates won more votes, as well as more seats.133 As one candidate later recalled, SANU’s
campaign again blended speches with private appeals to locally influential men:
We would go out and say … we are SANU, we stand for a federal system of government . . .
we are for unity of our people, we are in Africa . . . We talked with the people first. Then we
would talk with the chiefs and elders, talking separately with them as leaders of the
community134
But SANU’s success was a barren one. Within days William Deng was murdered, allegedly by soldiers
acting on the orders of northern Sudanese opponents of Sadiq el Mahdi.135 Factionalism and rivalry
among northern parties meant that Umma’s sponsorship was no protection against violence.
After the election, the Front maintained its uneasy alliance with Mahgoub. The Front and William
Deng’s now leaderless SANU each continued to insist that they represented the south – and to
accuse one another respectively of having ‘sold the South to the Arabs’, or of being under the
control of ‘a certain particular tribe’ (an unsubtle accusation of dominance by Dinka from Bahr el
Ghazal).136 Neither could avert the drafting of a constitution which defined Sudan as Islamic and
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Arab. As a US diplomat wearily wrote in April 1969, ‘[t]he northern parties are almost totally
involved in trying to get or stay in power, and thus have very little time to devote to any of the
country’s pressing problems.’137 In May 1969 junior army officers inspired by Nasser’s vision of
social and economic revolution seized power, and the Constituent Assembly was dissolved.
Conclusion
Just before Nimeiri’s coup, Joseph Oduho – former Liberal Party politician, later SANU founder, coauthor with William Deng of The Southern Problem, and by this time a prominent ‘outside’ politician
- denounced the southern politicians of Khartoum in an interview with a Kenyan newspaper: ‘the
majority of people in the South’, he declared, ‘regard them as stooges’.138 A few months later, British
diplomats implied that Oduho himself lacked influence in Sudan.139 The late 1960s had seen a further
flurry of splits among the outside politicians, even as they maintained their insistence that
southerners ‘are suppressed indiscriminately as a single subject race.’140 Still hopefully pursuing
finance from US diplomats – who mocked them as a ‘scrubby bunch’ - they now claimed to form
governments, as well as parties.141 Blending the languages of race and religion, Aggrey Jaden wrote a
letter posted from Italy in the name of the ‘Southern Sudan Negro Provisional Government’,
declaring that ‘we are fighting against the powerful Arab Muslim army of the NORTHERN SUDAN to
prevent the genocide the Arabs are committing against the peaceful Christian population of
SOUTHERN SUDAN.’142 Ephemeral ‘capitals’ were established just inside Sudan’s borders to which
adventurous journalists were invited; Voice of Southern Sudan, moribund since 1965, was revived
and subtitled ‘Voice of the Nile Republic’, still bearing the ‘Negritude and progress slogan’.143 But in
mid-1970, a spokesman for the Nile Provisional Government, the most prominent of these phantom
bodies, announced that it had dissolved itself, having failed in its mission.144
Even as they pursued this extraverted display, the outside politicians’ claims to leadership of the
insurgency foundered. The insurgents of the early 1960s had initially been an uncertain coalition of
disparate fighting bands, former mutineers among them - the single term Anyanya implies a unity
which rarely existed. But in the late 1960s a single leader, Joseph Lagu, used his preferential access
to external supplies of weapons and money from Israel to create a new cohesion amongst the
various insurgent groups. This process has itself been built into the teleological history of southern
representation, as the moment when the soldiers, tired of the ‘unceasing rivalry among the
politicians’ shouldered them aside to assume leadership of the south.145 By 1970, the failure of
southern politicians seemed complete.146
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Their failure was, apparently confirmed in the wake of the Addis Ababa peace accord signed by Lagu
and Numeiri; the ensuing years of ‘regional government’ in the south were a period of constant
internal rivalries.147 Yet their task was an impossible one: to represent a community that always
seemed more tangible to the external observer than it did from within. The powerful idea of the
southern problem authorized – indeed, demanded – the representation of the south by an educated
elite. But they were denied power and resources, increasingly physically isolated from the southern
provinces and collectively suspect in the eyes of their distant constituents. Though they won
external sympathy, this brought them no significant support. Representing the south through a vivid
language of racial nationalism gave these men space to talk about the increasingly desperate
circumstances of those who lived in Sudan’s southern provinces - but almost no space at all to create
a civic culture of politics by engaging with the possible futures imagined by these putative citizens.
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